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[Project name] 

Standard Operating Procedures 

Safe Use of Baseyard Power Tools 

PURPOSE.  The purpose of this SOP is to outline the procedures for the project staff to safely use the 
power tools at the project baseyard. [reword the PURPOSE location to fit your project] 

SCOPE.  Covers procedures for safely using [project needs to list the types of power electrical tools they 
use] 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES. [Project needs to tailor the Roles/Responsibilities based on their staffing level] 

Project Manager (PM) is responsible for the overall program safety including the use of the baseyard 
power tools by the project staff. 

Project Safety Officer (PSO) is responsible for ensuring staff is trained to use the power tools at the 
baseyard and to use them in compliance with the procedures provided in this SOP.  The PSO will 
maintain the staff’s power tool safety training records. 

Supervisor is responsible for training the staff on the baseyard power tools and that the training is based 
in part on the tool’s instruction manual along with a hands-on practical.  The Supervisor will not allow a 
staff person to use any power tools for which they did not pass the training practical. 

Staff is responsible for safely operating the baseyard power tools gained through training and in 
accordance with the procedures in this SOP. 

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS. 

Prior to using the [list the tools] at the baseyard, staff will be trained by the supervisor on how to safely 
use and maintain the power tool.  Training shall be documented and kept by the PSO in the office files.  
The power tool’s specific safety instructions will be incorporated into the training.   

PROCEDURES   Below are General and Maintenance and Storage procedures that cover most shop 
power tools.  Projects need to expand their power tools using the Bench Grinder and Chop Saw 
examples and have the option of having individual SOPs for each power tool or have each as an 
attachment. 

General 
• Review the operating instructions that came with the power tool prior to use 
• Inspect the power tool prior to use 

o Do not use the power tool if any part including the handle, moving parts, covering, 
safety features, and power cord appears damaged or unsafe. 

o Follow the LOTO procedures to prevent further use 
o Notify the PSO and others of the LOTO 

• Make sure the work floor is dry, clean and free of obstructions that may hinder your movement 
or that of the work piece 

• Use the power tool only for the job it was designed to do 
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• Wear all the appropriate PPE for that power tool 
• Cleanup the work area and power tool of debris created by work 
• Do not use any power tool if you are fatigued or if you are under medication that makes you 

drowsy 

Maintenance and Storage 
• Clean and maintain the power tool as required by the operating instruction 
• Before leaving the area, ensure the safe guards are functioning properly on the power tool and 

disconnect power cord to prevent accidental energizing 
• If the power tools came with a case, place it back in the case before storing 
• Separate in-service and out-of-service power tools 

SHOP BENCH GRINDER - example 

Required PPE and safety considerations: 
• Eye (face mask with protective glasses or goggles) and hearing protection 
• Gloves when holding large sharp-edged metal work piece, not used for small items 
• Flame retardant clothing or apron if grinding metal that produces a lot of sparks 
• No ignitable fuels or materials nearby when grinding metal that produce sparks 
• Dust mask if grinding an item that will produce a lot of dust 
• Long or loose hair contained 
• Long sleeve shirts, roll up sleeve or button cuff 
• Remove rings, watch, jewelry 

Pre-use checks: 
• Check workspaces and walkways to ensure no slip or trip hazards are present 
• Ensure guards and safety shields are in position; make sure safety shield is clean 
• Ensure grinding wheel has the appropriate gap from the work/tool rest based on the instruction 

manual 
• Inspect the wheels before plugging in and turning on the power; DO NOT use wheels that have 

been chipped or cracked 
• Prior to turning on check to ensure 

1. Spindle nut is securely on the spindle but do not over-tighten 
2. Grinding wheel will run true and is not glazed over or loaded 
3. Locate and familiarize yourself with the location of the on-off switches 

Safety use rules: 
• Do not operate under when under the influence of drugs, alcohol or medication 
• Do not operate if you are fatigued or not mentally up to the task 
• Make sure the wheel guards are in place 
• Work/tool rests should be adjusted close to the wheels and thoroughly tightened in place so 

they cannot shift position while in use 
• Stand to one side of the wheel when turning on the power and wait till to use until wheel has 

reached maximum speed; remain at the side when using 
• Grinding creates heat; don't touch any portion of the work piece until you are sure it has cooled 
• Adjust the spark guards to be close to the wheel, and re-adjust these spark guards as the wheels 

wears down to a smaller diameter 
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• When grinding, use the face of the wheel only, not the sides as it would cause it to become too 
thin for safe use 

• DO NOT use a wheel that vibrates; replace the wheel, or replace the worn bearings of the shaft 
if this is the cause of the vibrations 

• Do not leave the running grinder unattended 
• DO NOT force the work piece against the grinding wheel so that the motor slows noticeably or 

the work piece gets too hot to hold 
• DO CHECK the machine speed against the established maximum safe operating speed marked 

on the replacement wheel 
• DO NOT EVER EXCEED the maximum established operating speed of the grinding wheel 
• Allow a newly mounted wheel to run at the operating speed for at least a minute before using 
• Shut off the power and do not leave until the wheel has come to a complete stop 

Bench grinder components and adjustments (Source-OSHA): 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/machineguarding/new-grinder-checklist.html
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Procedures 

• Examine the grinder to see that the work/tool 
rest is set at the required distance (usually within 
1/8 inch) to the face of the wheel, and is securely 
fastened in this position (see figure to right). 

• Adjust safety glass shields on the grinder to allow 
the operator to see the work piece being ground 
and still protect the operator from flying 
particles; ensure the safety glass shield is clean 
and clear for the operator to see the work being 
done 

• CAUTION:  Always wear safety glasses when 
using a grinder 

 
 Position of the tool rest 

• Start the grinder and remember to stand to one side of the wheel when operating 
• Hold the work piece in one hand, and steady it with the other 
• Place the work piece on the work/tool rest 

1. Guide it against the face of the revolving wheel 
2. Apply enough pressure to grind the work piece, depending upon the hardness of the 

material and the wheel itself 
• Grind the work piece to the required shape or size by moving the work back and forth across the 

face of the wheel as this will: 
1. Prevent wearing a groove into the wheel 
2. Result in a flatter surface on the work piece 

• CAUTION:  Keep fingers away from the revolving wheel, especially when grinding small pieces 
• Make sure that the work/tool rest is close enough to the wheel to prevent entanglement (work 

piece from slipping into the space between the two) 
• Remove as much metal by rough grinding as is possible; then use the finer wheel for finishing 
• Stop grinder and wait for the wheel to stop 

Maintenance and Storage 
• Follow the procedures listed in the operating manual 
• Check for cracks and perform a “ring test” by gently striking the wheel with a metal object such 

as a wrench; it should sound like a clear musical note 
• If you use a dressing brick on a grinding wheel, wear gloves and maintain a strong grip on the 

brick as you press the brick to the wheel 
• If the grinder is attached to a work bench, check the bolts to make sure they are still firmly 

attached 
• If the grinder is on its own pedestal and secured to the ground, check the bolts holding it down 
• Disconnect/lockout power source when replacing the wheel 
• After maintenance and testing, disconnect the power cord and cover the grinder 
• If the grinder is damaged or unsafe to use, use the project’s LOTO procedures to lockout the 

power source and tag the grinder as UNSAFE – NEEDS REPAIRS 
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CHOP SAW - Example [Project needs to identify the type and use of their chop saw; the info in italics is 
for informational purposes only and do not need to be in the SOP] 
 
The generic term "chop saw" applies to stationary power tools that cut material with a downward, 
chopping motion.  Chop saws consist of two basic parts: a blade mounted to a hinged arm and a 
stationary base that supports material.  In general a basic chop saw's blade cuts only straight down. 
 
The term "miter saw" typically applies to chop saws capable of creating angled cuts, such as bevel cuts 
and miter cuts.  Like a chop saw, a miter saw's blade attaches to a hinged arm and cuts downward into a 
stationary base.  However, a miter saw's blade rotates and turns, allowing the tool's operator to adjust 
the angle of the cut. 
 
Applications 
Although both types of saws accept wood and metal-cutting blades, the term chop saw often refers only 
to metal-cutting saws, called cut-off saws, and miter saw typically refers to a wood-cutting saws. The 
rotating and turning ability of the miter saw creates mitered and beveled cuts that apply to finish 
carpentry projects, particularly molding and baseboard installation 
 
Required PPE and Safety considerations: 

• Eye (face mask with protective glasses or goggles) to protect against flying chips 
• Hearing protection for the noise being generated 
• Gloves when holding a large sharp-edged or splintered work piece, not required for smooth and 

round edged work pieces 
• Dust mask if saw does not have an attached dust bag when cutting materials producing fine dust 
• Long or loose hair contained 
• Long sleeve shirts roll up sleeve or button cuff 

Pre-use checks: 
• Check workspaces and walkways to ensure no slip or trip hazards are present and that there are 

no obstructions to hinder your work or movement 
• Ensure blade guard is secure and functioning including the self-retracting feature 
• Ensure safety clamps or guides are working 
• Ensure the proper cutting blade has been properly installed for the work piece type and cut 
• DO NOT use a cutting blade that is cracked, chipped, too worn down to finish the cut or warped 
• Be sure the work pieces have no imbedded metal pieces 
 

Safety procedures for use: 
• Do not operate under the influence of drugs, alcohol or medication, or when fatigued 
• Before turning on, lower the saw blade so it’s on the “waste” side of the cut line, DO NOT try to 

adjust the cut length with the saw running or you may lose control of the work piece or place 
your hand dangerously close to the blades path 

• Start the cut by pressing the trigger and allow the blade to reach full speed before starting the 
cut 

• Cut only one work piece at a time 
• Slowly lower the sawing disk onto the work piece; DO NOT drop it on the work piece as this may 

cause the blade to chip and fracture or break resulting in sending high speed particles flying off 
in any direction 

http://www.ehow.com/facts_8027967_difference-chop-saw-miter-saw.html
http://www.ehow.com/facts_8027967_difference-chop-saw-miter-saw.html
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• Keep hands and fingers well away from the line of cut and moving blade 
• When making angled cuts, clamp down the work piece securely against the fence 
• If the blade breaks or binds, turn off the saw immediately 
• Hold the work piece securely to prevent possible kickback while cutting 
• When cutting long pieces, ensure entire length is balanced on something to keep it level 
• If the cutting results in a lot of cut debris above the blade slot, turn off the saw AND unplug  

before cleaning out 
• If using extensively, occasionally check and retighten the blade and blade attachment 

mechanism as necessary; but do so only when the power has been locked out 
• To avoid losing control or placing the hands in the blade’s path, hold or clamp down all work 

pieces against the fence 
• Do not reach behind the fence except when the power has been locked out 
• DO NOT reach into the cutting area until the blade has come to a complete stop 
• After completing the cut, release the trigger switch and allow the blade to stop completely 

before raising the saw arm 

Maintenance: 
• Prior to cleaning, make sure to lockout/unplug the power source 
• Clean and maintain the saw based on the saw’s instruction manual 
• If the saw is not functioning properly, use the LOTO procedures to lockout and tag the saw 
• Make sure when replacing a blade, the new blade’s RPM specification corresponds to the saw’s 

RPM speed 

REVIEWS AND UPDATES.  The SOP may be updated at any time during the year.  Minimally, the SOP 
should be reviewed annually by those whose work is covered by the SOP.  Program Manager and Safety 
Officer must concur and approve the updated versions.  An electronic copy of updated versions with 
new signatures will be sent to the Principal Investigator for his review, approval/signature. 

SIGNATURES 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 
Program Manager/Date 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
Project Safety Officer/Date 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
Field Supervisor/Date 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 
Principal Investigator/Date 
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